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Mannheim, Oktober 2018

How to get your doctoral certificate?

Dear doctoral Student,

You just passed your oral defense. The Dean's office congratutates you!

You will receive a letter of confirmation that you fulfilled all requirements.
Now you might wonder what you have to do to receive the doctoral certificate. This is what we will
outline in this document. Please, also consult §§11 and 12 ofthe PhD examination regulations.

Permission for printing

Please, ask your advisor to send an email to Ms. Gruber confirming that he or she releases your
dissertation with the title "... " for publication. Sometimes advisors ask for changes. It is crucial for you
to discuss this matter with your advisor.

Now we ask you to send the cover page and second page (back ofthe cover page) to Ms. Gruber
( ruber wim. uni-mannheim. de). She will check it fulfills the requirements. For the content and
design, please follow the attached example closely (explanations are in brackets). Please, be aware
that your personal Information on the doctoral certificate will be exactly äs printed on the cover page
ofthe published dissertation. Your dissertation needs an abstract (ideally following the cover page)Jf
you wrote your dissertation in English, there has to be the abstract first and then a summary
("Zusammenfassung") which is a German version ofthe abstract.

Once the Dean's office received the permission to print your dissertation from your Supervisor and
the cover page and second page fulfillingall requirements, you will receive a written permission for
printing from the Dean. (A sample ofthis letter is attached containing further Information about the
different possibilities regarding publication.)
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Only now you are allowed to Start the publication process!

Publication

There are three ways to publish your dissertation:

(l) tf you want to publish electronically, the Dean's office still needs five hardcopies of you
dissertation (deposit copies). You may publish electronically via the University of Mannheim's
library. Detaited information about the process can be found at htt s: ub-madoc. bib. uni-
mannheim.de. In the process you print a confirmation titled "Submission of electronic
dissertations" ("Abgabe elektronischer Dissertationen"). You can find the form here:
htt : madoc.bib.uni-mannheim.de madoc doku lizenzen formblatt. df. Please, date and

sign this form and submit it together with the five deposit copies to the Dean's office. Before
we can hand over the doctoral certificate to you, the university library has to check your
Submission and confirm to the Dean's office that you fulfilled their requirements for
electronic publication. As soon äs we receive this confirmation we will inform you and you
can pick up you doctoral certificate.

(l) If the dissertation is published with a Publishing Company, it has to be acknowledged in the
publication that it is based on a dissertation at the University of Mannheim. With the
confirmation ofthe publisher and Submission offive deposit copies you will receive your
doctoral certificate.

(2) Submitting 55 hardcopies is only done rarely these days, but still possible. As soon äs they
have been submitted to the Dean's office, we are allowed to hand over the doctoral
certificate to you.

Ifyou have any further questions, please contact Daria Gruber, phone number: 0621-181-2422,
Email: ruber wim.uni-mannheim.de

We wish you a successful completion ofyour doctoral degree. All the best wishes from the Dean's
Office!
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Dear

Hereby you are granted pennission to print your dissertation with the a roved cover a e and
second a e.

You have to submit 55 hardcopies to the Dean's office. Ifyou (l) publish you dissertation äs a
book, (2) Journal article, or (3) electronically in an approved form, you only have to submit 5
deposit copies to the Dean's office.

Please, submit the hardcopies to äie Dean's office at the School of Business Informatics and

Mathematics, 68131 Mannheim, B 6, 26, room B 1. 02.

Ifyou plan to publish electronically, please contact the university library regarding data format
and Submission process (Herr Scheuennann, phone: 0621-181-2936).

Best regards,

Dr. B. Lübcke

Dekan

Bankverbindung:
Baden-württembergische Bank AG Mannheim
BLZ: 600 501 01 KtoNr: 7496501 068
IBAN: DE13600501017496501068
BIC:SOLADEST




